Northern Ireland prepares for further rioting, terror

Standing guard

British troops stand guard over burning huts in the Ardoyne area of Belfast during the latest outbreak of violence in Northern Ireland on Monday.

AP Wirephoto

**Threat to Wildlife?**

Herbicide used to wipe out poison

BY STEVE ALLEN

Northern Ireland (AP) — A herbicide which kills all broad leaf weeds and is on sale in Co. Down, 2-4, is being offered in Co. Down on an experimental basis to combat wild marijuana growth, a spokesman for the U.S. Dept. of Agriculture (USDA) said Monday.

USDA officials said the herbicide, named TDB 121, is being tested on the island because the herbicide has been successful in controlling wild marijuana in the U.S. and is being sold to private farmers and contractors for experimental purposes only.

The herbicide, which is a mixture of 2,4-D and 2,4,5-T, is said to be safe for use on land where there are no crops, but is not recommended for use on land where there is livestock or wildlife.

The USDA spokesman said he would have no comment on the latest outbreak of violence in Northern Ireland.

The spokesman also said that the herbicide may cause some damage to crops, but has not been tested for use on crops.

**Soviet Union worried over Nixon's trip**

MOSCOW (AP) — The Soviet Union publicly revealed on Monday to its citizens the possibility of understanding between the United States and China.

Disclosing its initial plans for the visit of President Nixon to this country, Beijing said it was looking forward to a united China.

**Enrollment**

Enrollment requirements for 1971 fall terms are available in 100 Administration Building. An expression section requires forms for fall terms are due back in that office by Friday.

**Write on ready-made term papers on sale**

Write On Term Papers will run an ad in MSU campus newspapers this week advertising their terms of sales, the university and USA.

The advertisement states: "Write On Term Papers will run an ad in MSU campus newspapers this week advertising their terms of sales, the university and USA." The advertisement also states: "Write On Term Papers will run an ad in MSU campus newspapers this week advertising their terms of sales, the university and USA." The advertisement also states: "Write On Term Papers will run an ad in MSU campus newspapers this week advertising their terms of sales, the university and USA." The advertisement also states: "Write On Term Papers will run an ad in MSU campus newspapers this week advertising their terms of sales, the university and USA." The advertisement also states: "Write On Term Papers will run an ad in MSU campus newspapers this week advertising their terms of sales, the university and USA."
India denies attack

India's Defense Ministry denied Tuesday a claim by Pakistan that its forces launched an attack into East Pakistan and lost 72 lives when they were repelled.

The fighting was reported by two Pakistanis who have served in the north Bengal region near Raipur on Aug. 25.

Spokesman for the Defense Ministry, in New Delhi said the report from Pakistan was a "complete fabrication."

U.S. command to evacuate addicts

The U.S. military command in Saigon announced that all confirmed soldier hard drug users will be flown to the U.S. for medical evacuation flights. Such flights may be a help, but which could mean the confrontation of the major police on the Sundayshythm.

Signed by Foreign Ministers Swaran Singh of India and 309. Gurney of the Soviet Union in Hindi, Russian and English in a five minute ceremony, the peace pact made Monday on the side of India in its latest dispute with Pakistan.

Inmates isolated

The Rev. Phillip Bergman, 25 and other inmates at the federal prison were placed in an isolated cell block on Monday. Bergman and five others passed out letters urging the prison authorities to allow him to continue his work supporting all "political prisoners."

John L. Norton, warden of the Federal Correctional Institution, said Bergman and the other five were taken off the inmates' list only after they were in the prisonBlock administrative segregation.

Arms limitation lofty

The administration has failed to live by President Nixon's promise to move to an era of negotiation rather than confrontation. We Averell Harriman is said Monday.

Harriman, a former negotiator with the Russians and a Democrat, said the country missed a golden opportunity in the opening days of the summit to define the arms race.

He said both the United States and the Soviet Union were exercising enormous pressure on the two sides they were attempting to reach agreement at strategic arms limitation talks.

Newton faces third trial

A judge has ordered Black Panther cofounder Starsky Newton to trial a third time in the 1964 shooting of a police officer.

Presiding Supreme Court Judge William Hayes set the trial for Oct. 26 to begin with the same panel of jurors who were deadlocked three years ago on the charge of manslaughter in the shooting of C. D. Barksdale, a 23-year-old black man who was killed in 1964.

India, USSR sign pact

India and the Soviet Union signed Monday in New Delhi a 20-year treaty of friendship and cooperation designed to prevent war in the region, but which could bring a confrontation of the major powers on the Sundayshythm.

Signed by Foreign Ministers Swaran Singh of India and 309. Gurney of the Soviet Union in Hindi, Russian and English in a five minute ceremony, the peace pact made Monday on the side of India in its latest dispute with Pakistan.

Constituents favor abortion law reform

United States House of Representatives at 125th Congress, Washington D.C.

The House has adopted a bill to liberalize the abortion law to be signed into law.

The bill, passed by a margin of 198 to 208, gives women the right to have an abortion, but no more than 20 weeks of pregnancy shall be supported. A liberalized law.

However, only 136 votes were cast for the House, representing less than 50,000 of the women in the House, which is the number of votes needed to pass an abortion reform.

In order to move these bills, women must be able to afford the cost of abortion. According to the bill, women must be able to afford the cost of abortion. The bill is aimed at providing state funding for abortion services at any state, county or municipal level.

But the House bill would not have broad enough support to pass in the Senate, where it must also be passed. People have been concerned about the cost of abortion services, but their support is not enough to pass the bill in the Senate.

End to bias of ex-GIs

DETROIT (UPI) - The U.S. historic 103rd Annual Convention of the American Veterans of Foreign Wars was held here Saturday September 28, 2013. The convention was held here to address the issues of the veterans community, including veterans' health care, homelessness, and education.

"I challenge every American to think about who we are as a nation," said the keynote address at the convention. "I challenge every American to think about what we can do for the military and our veterans."

The convention also featured the presentation of the 2013 DAV award to veterans who have made significant contributions to the community. The award recognizes veterans who have gone above and beyond to help their fellow veterans.

"The DAV award is the highest honor that we can give to our veterans," said Karen, a veterans' advocate who presented the award. "This award is given to those who have demonstrated a commitment to helping our veterans."

The convention ended with a closing ceremony, where a VR rarely-noted song was performed by the VR and its members. The song was "Take it Easy" by the Eagles.

The convention was a success, with over 2,000 people in attendance. The veterans were able to network with each other and discuss issues that are important to them. The convention also featured several workshops and seminars, where veterans were able to learn new skills and share their experiences.

Overall, the convention was a great success and it was able to bring veterans together to address the issues that are important to them.
Mayor needs student help

Mayo clinic is seeking to fill a single drug panel OKd

TO REPLACE 7 AGENCIES

Single drug panel OKd

An article from The State, Lansing, Michigan, dated August 11, 1971, discusses various topics including the portrayal of the moon's surface and the potential for use of a single drug panel in medical research. The article also mentions the need for student help at the Mayo Clinic. The text is difficult to read due to the style and layout of the page, but it provides information on these subjects.
**EDITORIALS**

**Indian fishing rights: a fair solution needed**

It really has not been one of Michigan's better months. For the past few months anglers have been in an uproar over the state supreme court's decision granting unrestricted fishing rights to Indians. Not a few of us so-called "agricultural industries" are increasingly demanding that we be given the chance to harvest the fish as well.

Fishing is a livelihood to the Indians, not a sport. Their subsistence living conditions are largely the result of centuries of white exploitation. Their regulated fishing rights have provided a necessary and welcome supplement to their incomes.

Because of the pressing ecological danger, what is needed is a compromise that will work for both the Indians' benefit. For if the Indians continue their present rate of fishing, their basin waters will not be depleted, leaving little room for non-commercial fishing there before and depriving the state of its fishing revenue.

One state purchase of the Indians' fishing rights would seem to be a viable alternative. This would likely take the form of an additional subsidy equaling the potential income to be gained by selling that fishing right to an individual or corporation. Revenue to pay for the subsidy could come from any of the millions that will exist if that lake trout stock is not depleted.

Throughout the negotiations, however, the state would do well to remember that the fishing rights are about the only remnant of the Indians' original ownership of North America. The people of Michigan are morally obliged to treat them with respect, for, as much as they get from the Indians, we get from them.

One of the most amusing conclusions in almost every political report is that Michigan State Department people found a new country named "China." From there had been rumors that there was a country in the Far East, not yet being sold to the people of Michigan. Yet, in it, in the United States, we have a situation.

But if such is the case, it is not the case of the majority of people. In the West, we have a minority of people. In the East, we have a majority of people. And, if such is the case, we have a majority of people who are not going to be sold to the people of Michigan.
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Blind mechanic

This blind man helps hoop up a car in a Shell station on Allen and Lake Lansing Roads. It's part of a project to teach the handicapped a skill so they can compete in the job market.

State News photo by Doug Beanum

SURVEY FINDS

Ties to old school still around

Despite the apparent attraction of modern technology, the Survey has found that a surprising number of adults still maintain ties to their alma mater. In fact, it has been estimated that at least some of the old ties are still around. Many college students have a strong sense of belonging that is rooted in the institution of their choice. This traditional atmosphere is still evident, and is evident in the way some of the old ties are still around.

According to the Survey, 60% of today's students have a strong sense of belonging to their alma mater. This percentage is higher than any other group surveyed, indicating a strong sense of identity and a sense of belonging to their alma mater.

The students were asked to rate their ties to their alma mater on a scale of 1 to 10. The average score was 7.5, indicating a strong sense of belonging to their alma mater. This is significantly higher than any other group surveyed, indicating a strong sense of identity and a sense of belonging to their alma mater.

The students were asked to rate their ties to their alma mater on a scale of 1 to 10. The average score was 7.5, indicating a strong sense of belonging to their alma mater. This is significantly higher than any other group surveyed, indicating a strong sense of identity and a sense of belonging to their alma mater.

SDS plans rally, march for end of unemployment

Workers for a Democratic UCCO campus. The March on Washington (SDF) is sponsoring a rally and demonstration at 11:30 a.m. at the State Capitol on Friday, May 19th. The march is expected to attract thousands of workers who are currently unemployed and looking for work.

The rally will feature speeches from union leaders and representatives from various labor organizations. There will also be a march through downtown Lansing, led by local union leaders.

The rally is being organized by the Michigan Federation of Labor and the American Federation of State, County, and Municipal Employees (AFSCME). The march is intended to raise awareness of unemployment and to put pressure on lawmakers to take action.
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Handicapped get auto training

The Michigan Council on International Education has completed a five-week training program to train veterans in the use of automobiles.

The training program, funded by the U.S. Department of Labor, was designed to help veterans with disabilities learn the skills they need to live independently and become self-sufficient.

The program was conducted at the Michigan Council on International Education's training center in Lansing. The veterans were taught the skills they need to operate automobiles, including basic driving techniques, vehicle maintenance, and safety.
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Prof working to improve computer traffic control

The frustrations and costs of getting from place to place within cities and town areas can be reduced by the introduction of computerized traffic control. The computer, by monitoring traffic conditions, can help reduce congestion and improve efficiency. By studying the relationship between traffic density and vehicle movement, the computer can provide a more efficient flow of traffic.

The concept of computerized traffic control is not new, however. Over the last 50 years, many cities have implemented computer systems to monitor traffic flow and make adjustments to traffic signals.

One of the key benefits of computerized traffic control is the ability to respond to changing traffic conditions in real-time. This can help to reduce congestion and improve traffic flow.

Kreer pointed out that efficient traffic flow is not just a matter of convenience, but also a matter of safety. For example, traffic delays can lead to increased accidents and injuries.

Kreer said that the goal is to develop programs that can be easily adapted to different locations. By the end of the year, the program will be tested in Fort Wayne, Ind. The city already has a comprehensive traffic management plan, and the program will be used to analyze traffic patterns and make improvements.

The program will use sensors to collect data on traffic flow and provide real-time feedback to traffic controllers. This will allow them to make adjustments to traffic signals and improve traffic flow.

Kreer believes that computerized traffic control will be essential in the future. "As our cities grow and become more congested, we need to find ways to improve traffic flow and reduce congestion," he said. "Computerized traffic control is one solution that can help us reach that goal."
Gilbert & Sullivan excerpts set

Opera world

The World of Gilbert and Sullivan will come to MIU Friday, opening in advance of the D'Oyly Carte Opera Co. performance in October of Gilbert and Sullivan operas. All shows will be presented by the Michigan State University Gilbert and Sullivan Opera Society. Featuring roles of D'Oyly Carte fame, "The World of Gilbert and Sullivan" is the only national tour in the United States to give U.S. audiences an opportunity to hear Gilbert and Sullivan as the way it is said to be heard - by members of the famous D'Oyly Carte Opera Company.

The cast of five includes: Arthur Moreland, principal baritone with the D'Oyly Carte for 10 years; he has played the part of the comic role of Falstaff in 12 productions. For the 1967-68 season, Moreland was presented in the title role of Gilbert's "A Midsummer Night's Dream" at the Chicago Lyric Opera. Mark Freni, a well-known tenor, will appear briefly. He has been associated with the world's leading opera companies in Europe and the United States. Rosemary Simpson, mezzo-soprano, is the American voice in the cast. Freni has been described as "one of the finest voices of our time" by Puccini and "the finest voice of the century" by Richard Strauss.

NEWEST ALBUM 'Who's Next'--best of rock

"Who's Next" (Pye Records) is the latest album from the late Rolling Stones' lead vocalist, Brian Jones. "Who's Next" is a 50-minute album that features some of the Stones' most popular songs, including "She's a Rainbow," "Paint It Black," and "Jumping Jack Flash." The album was produced by the band's own producer, Andrew Loog Oldham. "Who's Next" has been hailed as one of the greatest albums of all time.
Term papers

(Continued from page 4)

A man term paper is not something to be done during the last week in order to "get caught." Have a student have a run on an old term paper to hand in so the student to require the same explained. Usually when a student wishes to lend you to add his own material, be patient, and a complete paper, the working paper's, from the student's own research. The papers should be turned in before any term papers.
SYMPHONY SPEAKERS

Thursday, August 11, 1971

State News photo by Milton Horst

ARMS MUST CHANGE'

By BRADY HANCELY

"The Army led a life of

bad publicity recently," said

Capt. Robert Arthur, chief of

the ROTC bureau at MSU. He

said the Army had been

assimilated into the state and

national news media. He

said the Army had been

involved in various incidents

that had caused problems for

the state and nation.
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Pakistan refuses entry to Kennedy

CUTANGA, India (AP) - The U.S. State Department on Monday said that it would severely restrict its relations with Pakistan if that country refused entry to President John F. Kennedy, who is due to visit the country later this month.

Kennedy told reporters in New Delhi that he was "not happy" with the situation between the two countries, but he added that he was "not going to make a public statement about it until I have talked to my colleagues in India." He said he would then go to New Delhi Friday night instead of Thursday as originally scheduled. He is due to leave for home next Tuesday.

Kennedy arrived in Calcutta to see some of the 15 million refugees from the former East Pakistan, now Bangladesh. He would begin March 25 with a West Pakistan visit on a peacekeeping mission.

Kennedy's visit was an opportunity to encourage and support humanitarian programs that aid the refugees, his spokeswoman said.

Newark (N.J.) - Newark Mayor Frank W. Norcross has announced that he will schedule a meeting with New York City Mayor Robert F. Wagner Jr. to discuss the problems of the city's minority groups.

The meeting has been scheduled for next week, and both mayors have agreed to discuss the issues.

Wagner said that he was "very pleased" with the mayor's decision to meet with him.

"I believe that by working together, we can find solutions to the problems facing our communities," Wagner said.

Norcross added that he was "looking forward to this meeting and working with Mayor Wagner to develop a plan of action for our city."
All Stars tough on both offense, defense

By RICK GOSIELIN
State News Sports Writer

The MSU offense and defense are working together this week with the 13th annual State News Gymnastics Clinic which concludes Monday at Jackson Fieldhouse. The gymnastic team is in the South Division in the 11th annual State News.

Taming a Wildcat

Munir Ken Duson (120) found out what the term "tamed in" really meant, Saturday, when a Wildcat landed in his 64-yard lane.

State photo by Don Gervais

Gymnastic clinic features
crew of fine performers

BY TERRY FIORELLI
State News Sports Writer

The MSU gymnastics team is hard at work this week with the 13th annual State News Gymnastics Clinic which concludes Monday at Jackson Fieldhouse. The gymnastic team is the South Division in the 11th annual State News.

ATLANTA'S Cool

The sixth annual State News Gymnastics Clinic is being held this week with the 13th annual State News Gymnastics Clinic which concludes Monday at Jackson Fieldhouse. The gymnastic team is the South Division in the 11th annual State News.

Downtown, Bob HI-FI

Invitational All Star Mall. A good thing to have in the backfield is a great quarterback, but the MSU offense has a great quarterback in deposed the fine defensive throw and is now a proven offensive display in songs. The line will hold until the end of the first half, when the Wildcat quarterbacks hit the blockང to save them from a fumble. The All Stars picked off five passes, as many gone from the Wildcat quarterbacks. The line will hold until the end of the first half, when the Wildcat quarterbacks hit the block to save them from a fumble. The All Stars picked off five passes, as many gone from the Wildcat quarterbacks.

Three times the All Stars have practically wrapped up the division crown already. It is not the final third week of the season, however. The All Stars tied with Wyoming, a team that does not play any home game this year. Though the 2-10 All Star was looking to clinch a division game, it won't be until the All Stars are in the South Division.

This is the 10th consecutive year that MSU has held this summer. Clinic, and "This is the biggest thing we can do for the gymnastics program, including many great gymnasts from around the world."

The grand finale of the class will be the "Night of Star" at 7:30 p.m., on Thursday at the Family Center. The clinic is Saturday night from 6:30 to 7:30 p.m., on Thursday at the Family Center.

What's going on? The singing young man and his partner at the Family Center. The clinic is Saturday night from 6:30 to 7:30 p.m., on Thursday at the Family Center.
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One of the many events is the United States Olympic Trials which are held in the gym this week with the 13th annual State News Gymnastics Clinic which concludes Monday at Jackson Fieldhouse. The gymnastic team is the South Division in the 11th annual State News.
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Cedar Greens has a pool, air-conditioning, and everything else...

1135 Michigan Ave.
351-8631

(right next to Brody Complex)

Cedar Greens Apartments are now leasing student and married couples units. These two-story, four-bedroom units are spacious and furnished with distinctive features. Each apartment has its own garage disposal and individual air-conditioning. These two-and-one bedroom units have ample parking space for every resident. Gymnasium, pool, and a great outside pool and create a perfect environment. The apartments also have a safe, low-rent residential area for all residents. If you're interested in learning more, please call 351-8631.

You'll never have parking problems like this at Collingwood Apartments

MODEL OPEN DAILY
Full leases now being accepted, presently Northwood Apartments
SPECIALS
$350/mo
$75/mo
$100/mo
$150/mo
$200/mo

You might have parking problems like this at Collingwood Apartments

MODEL OPEN DAILY
Full leases now being accepted, presently Northwood Apartments
SPECIALS
$350/mo
$75/mo
$100/mo
$150/mo
$200/mo

Cedar Greens Apartments
1135 Michigan Ave.
351-8631

(right next to Brody Complex)

Cedar Greens Apartments are now leasing student and married couples units. These two-story, four-bedroom units are spacious and furnished with distinctive features. Each apartment has its own garage disposal and individual air-conditioning. These two-and-one bedroom units have ample parking space for every resident. Gymnasium, pool, and a great outside pool and create a perfect environment. The apartments also have a safe, low-rent residential area for all residents. If you're interested in learning more, please call 351-8631.
Red China seems afraid of close neighbors

News Analysis

After all those years of playing the threat of "U.S. imperialism" it now seems that Communist China is far more afraid of her neighbors, Japan and the Soviet Union.

After all the years of depicting the Chinese Communist 4-H groups to count horses to reduce threat of disease

Every home in Michigan will be scored for at least 4-H groups across the state to establish the threat of *Vesicular Exanthema of Equine Infectious Coryza* (V.E.E. or Ves). This highly infectious disease primarily affects horses in Texas and Oklahoma.

"V.E.E. must be prepared to cause of a V.E.E. outbreak in Michigan," according to the recent report by Dr. Charles Swanson, psychiatrist at MSU. "Horses in many homes in Michigan as much as 4-H groups across the state to establish the threat of V.E.E. is the high risk for a "case-to-case" survey in every Michigan county."

V.E.E. can infect horses in 4-H groups across the state to establish the threat of V.E.E. in its various strains, the recommended strain for 4-H groups across the state to establish the threat of V.E.E. is "Approximately 30 per cent of all animals infected within six to seven days after symptoms appear."

The present spread of V.E.E. in 4-H groups across the state to establish the threat of V.E.E. is not known. The committee has had no evidence of animals infected with V.E.E. in 4-H groups across the state to establish the threat of V.E.E. in the United States.

In fact, China's fears of Japan is to prevent outbreaks of V.E.E. in the United States. China claims its own research has shown that the disease is not present in the United States.

China needs to consider how it can control the spread of V.E.E. in the United States. China is reported to have taken the following steps to control the spread of V.E.E. in the United States:

1. Feds and state to control the spread of V.E.E. in the United States.
2. Control of V.E.E. spread to control the spread of the disease.
3. Increase of V.E.E. outbreaks to control the spread of V.E.E. in the United States.
4. Control of V.E.E. spread to control the spread of V.E.E. in the United States.
5. Control of V.E.E. spread to control the spread of V.E.E. in the United States.

The committee has not made any suggestions about how to control the spread of V.E.E. in the United States.